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ABSTRACT

Human operators in security systems administration of large
and complex networks have the difficult task of maintaining
the integrity of operations and network service availability
while a multitude of organizational users accidentally
misconfigure, misuse, and break software and hardware.
This is also a position where adversaries actively try to
avoid detection and circumvent protection in order to
maliciously misconfigure, misuse, and break software and
hardware throughout the network. Add the constant stress
of new vulnerabilities, new attacks, new patches to be
installed, and 24X7 user help desk/network operations
coverage (where the most serious events fall outside of
business hours) and this is the short life of a network
security systems administrator before burn-out. This paper
argues that, at the most basic level, tools to help a human
operator distinguish between users and adversaries will
make a significant impact toward improving this situation.
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THE PROBLEM

Sometimes it is hard to tell the good guys from the bad
guys. In computer network security systems administration
this is a major problem. Alarms indicate security events but
do not reveal intentions. After reacting in quick response to
many false alarms, innocent accidental events, and actual
attacks, human operators become dulled to distinctions
between their customer user community and malicious
attackers such that it becomes us (security system
administrators) against the rest of the world. Of course this
is not a healthy long-term attitude to maintain (for either the
security system administrator or the organization being
protected).
A large part of the problem is the asymmetry between
offense and defense in computer network security.
Computer network security is a continuously escalating

battle with increasing stakes and no end in sight. While
defenders harden operating systems, networks, and
applications, attackers search for vulnerabilities in any of
these areas. There are five fundamental asymmetries that
favor attackers in this battle:
• Although Internet connectivity provides productivity to
users via worldwide access to information, Internet
connectivity also provides worldwide access for all
attackers directly to any machine.
• While defenders must track and continuously patch every
vulnerability, an attacker must only find one unpatched or
previously unknown vulnerability to exploit and bring
down an entire system.
• Defenders are dependent on the security of all systems
within their community-of-interest perimeter. A peer
system intrusion compromises all peers, attackers can act
independently although they often work in crews.
• While attackers can focus on one system, defenders must
protect against all attackers. All it takes is one attacker to
develop exploits which are often shared worldwide.
• Attackers have the element of surprise since they can
develop new exploits (φdays) and release them at any
time, defenders cannot continuously protect against every
possible attack (although they try).
All is not lost, however, since human ingenuity is the best
defense. Successful managers quickly learn to rely on
human experts rather than automated security devices
(firewalls, intrusion detection systems, etc.) for protection.
Security system administrators use dynamic defenses and
intimate knowledge of their networks to their advantage in a
way similar to how military leaders use indigenous
knowledge of terrain and physical characteristics of terrain
(elevation & flat, urban & jungle) for strategic advantage.
For the purposes of this paper we focus on security system
administrator knowledge of the network via monitoring, a
well-established strategy [2,4]. The sysadmin knows what
assets comprise the network and profiles of normal
operation benchmarks. The problem is that attackers often
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look like users because they use deception and because
attackers represent such a small percentage of malicious
activity amongst large volumes of legitimate activity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
two briefly describes the typical activities of a security
systems administrator of a large network. Section three
discusses visual tools we are developing to augment the
security sysadmin in-the-loop. Section four presents
analysis and an approach to solving the friend/foe
identification problem. We end with a summary and
conclusions in Section five.
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A SECURITY SYSADMIN

administrator. However in order to convey a sense of
structure, the following is a list of general activities:
• Monitoring systems via automated tools such as network
intrusion detection systems (both network and host),
honeypots (machines designed to detect and capture
attacks), and firewalls/routers (machines designed to
block network traffic).
• Keeping abreast of new information via global Email
lists between security professionals and websites (FIRST,
bugtraq at securityfocus.com, CERT advisories)
• Installing, configuring, patching, debugging software
such as IDSs, routers, honeypots, log analysis tools

Given the complexity of current large-scale computer
networks and the fact that human administration costs
generally outweigh equipment costs by as much as an order
of magnitude, most monitoring approaches are moving
toward removing the human-from-the-loop [8]. At NCSA
we take the exact opposite approach by explicitly choosing
to include the human-in-the-loop as the critical assessment
point and decision-maker.

• Responding to attacks
- incident response team
following specific procedures

Humans bring special cognitive processing capabilities that
are not approximated in artificial intelligence or expert
systems that we endeavor to leverage: (1) high bandwidth
visual processing (estimated to be 150 MB/s for a computer
screen); (2) a very sensitive visual discrimination ability,
known in perception psychology as the just-noticeabledifference; and (3) sophisticated pattern recognition for
input visual stimuli especially if there are affordances for
physical-world intuition (ecological design) [6]. Our intent
is not for a human to be used as a machine to sit in front of
a visual monitoring infrastructure 24X7 but to rather
enhance human ability using visualization and automation
to provide “situational awareness” [3].

• Security awareness public relations programs to keep the
user community informed of status, potential attacks, and
continuous reminders about mundane security (password
integrity) and social engineering attacks.

For our specific environment we define “situational
awareness” as the ability to effectively determine an overall
computer network status based on relationships between
security events in multiple dimensions. For instance in the
space and time dimensions security events can be networkwide macro events (scans, denial-of-service attacks) versus
individual machine micro events (compromised accounts,
virus) or time accelerated versus deliberatively delayed in
time (slow distributed scans). A human security operations
system administrator is the one who makes the overall
assessment addressing the following fundamental questions:
(1) “Is anything bad occurring in the network?” (use of
automated tools to distinguish suspicious behavior requiring
further investigation), (2) “Where is something bad
occurring in the network?” (spatial assessment of
macro/micro assets), (3) “When did bad events first occur
in the network?” (temporal assessment of activity), and (4)
“How is something bad occurring in the network?”
(mechanism of attack).
Given this continuous posturing against malicious attackers,
there is really no typical day in the life of a security system

• Examining and restoring compromised computers
• Responding to user questions – network information
center (NIC) function
• Interacting with other organizational units – at least some
security functions should be distributed

• Developing new security software tools incorporating the
latest technology since technology evolves both offensive
and defensive strategies and tactics
• Internal meetings with security team and manager(s) to
communicate situational awareness and marshal resources
when necessary
In terms of organizational impact, a survey of help desk
services reports that users are more likely to contact
informal sources (colleagues) than to use a formal system
(which is often automated) [7]. This validates similar
situations at NCSA where certain sysadmin tasks and
related user requests follow employees with corresponding
expertise through different organizations despite mismatch
with current tasking – users seek out known experts for
help. The primary mission of the security sysadmin is to
establish credibility as an organization’s security expert to
do otherwise risks undermining.
SYSTEM MONITORING AND NOTIFICATION TOOLS

The state-of-the art in system monitoring and notification
tools for security is mixed. The availability and scope of
different types of tools is growing but the integration of
human factors is poor and there is no one tool that provides
insight into overall situational awareness. Security
sysadmins must use multiple tools to monitor different parts
of the network with each tool requiring specialized skills
and yet providing only a limited view per tool. In addition
these tools have short life spans such that security
sysadmins must continually learn and incorporate new tools

and few tools are coordinated for synergy.
Based on requirements elicited from security experts, we
are developing two tools that facilitate the ability of a
security sysadmin to provide an overall situational
awareness of a large and complex computer network. At
present we have (1) a static visualization of traffic on an
entire Class B address space on one screen (with drill down
capabilitiess) and (2) a dynamic animation playback of
network traffic. These tools primarily augment the humanin-the-loop to provide insight into spatial and temporal
dimensions. For instance, the dynamic tool is used to
monitor events over time. When suspicious activity is
identified using the dynamic tool, the static tool can then be
used to assess macro/micro relationships for an overall
situational awareness and action plan.
Continuous
monitoring is necessary since situational awareness can
change instantly. At present we are approaching real-time
visual monitoring with a delay of 10-15 minutes. We do
receive real-time IDS alerts but find these alerts are usually
not processed by humans in quicker than 15 minutes.

much of the knowledge is obtained through (often painful)
experience. We identify the need for automation to support
sysadmins but argue that (at present) humans are
irreplaceable in determining “situational assessment”.
Finally, we reopen a previously posed question - Who is the
enemy?[1] The security sysadmin is strained focusing in
three different directions – external attackers, internal
attackers, and negligent internal users – thus all traffic and
internal systems must be monitored. We hope this
stimulates more discussion about the appropriate role of the
security sysadmin and ways to enhance computer-human
interaction in support of this role.
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